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“Differences in Ideologies Must Not Hamper Progress”
By Edward Nawotka
The opening ceremony of the 61st
Frankfurt Book Fair featured bestselling Chinese author Mo Yan who quoted
Goethe’s concept of international literature, describing it as one that extends
beyond borders, comingles cultures and
accepts difference. The result, said Mo
Yan, was the “amalgamation of thoughts
and values.”
Xi Jinping, vice president of the
People’s Republic of China—a man
widely anticipated to be the next leader
of China—stated that, “Literature can
contribute to the development of a harmonious world. The influence of culture
can go beyond space and time and beyond national borders. But this depends
on overcoming prejudices and misunderstandings—a mutual respect. Differences in ideologies must not hamper
progress, but enrich one another.”
A single theme emerged from their
speeches: a striving for mutual understanding, whether that was between
China and the West, or indeed, traditional and digital forms of publishing. •

Vice President Xi Jinping and Chancellor Angela Merkel

Whither Book Publishers?
Photo by Amelie Losier

By Hannah Johnson
Describing the philosophy behind
the launch of the Stanza iPhone reader,
Neelan Choksi, COO of Lexcycle (the
company behind Stanza), set the tone
of the TOC Frankfurt Conference on
Tuesday in his keynote speech, saying,
“We focused on the readers because
that’s all we knew.”
Stanza is a tech startup hardly a
year old and founded by “enterprise
Java geeks who know a lot about technology and not a lot about the publishing industry.” Despite the founders’
inexperience in book publishing, Stanza has not felt the
effects of the economic
downturn in the US
the way publishers
have. (continues
on page 10)
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Don’t Miss CCC’s Forum Innovation
Presentations at Frankfurt Book Fair!
Licensing Solutions to Monetize ALL
Your Digital Content
Forum Innovation Hall 4.2
14 October at 13.45 & 15 October at 10.00
or visit us in the Digital Marketplace Hall 4.2, Stand H430

www.copyright.com

The Mertin Agency Has the Hometown Advantage
By Emily Williams
If you’re involved in Portugueseand
Spanish-language
publishing,
there’s a good chance your Fair experience started on Monday night at a dinner and reception thrown by the Mertin
Agency. For many years, agency founder
Ray-Güde Mertin hosted the guests in
her home, welcoming them back to
Germany with a glass of Riesling and
a warm laugh. Since Mertin’s death in
2007, the tradition has been carried
on by her successor, current president
Nicole Witt, and the agency’s energetic
and multicultural team of young literati.
Of course, this year’s event was
nothing compared to the one that will
be thrown next year when Argentina is
the Guest of Honor. You see, The Mertin
Agency has always been in the unique
position of being in Germany, but not
really of Germany. Ray-Güde Mertin, a
professor of Portuguese language and
literature, founded the agency to represent promising Brazilian and Portuguese writers (including an up-andcoming José Saramago), and has since
stayed close to its roots, introducing
Latin American and Iberian writers
to readers around the world. The firm
represents more than a dozen authors
from Argentina, including María Sonia
Cristoff, José Pablo Feinmann, and Leila
Guerriero.
Despite the global economic downturn, 2009 has been good to the firm.
Two of the agency’s heavyweight authors, Nobel laureate Saramago and
Chilean Luis Sepúlveda, have delivered
new novels, giving Witt and her col-

The Mertin Agency, led by Nicole Witt (front
and center), is located in Germany and represents some of today’s most prominent Spanish- and Portuguese-langauge writers like
José Saramago and Luis Sepúlveda
leagues much to talk about at the Fair
this year. What’s more, Mertin has just
announced a new deal with Spanish
publisher Alfaguara to represent five of
the company’s authors: Marcelo Figueras, Manuel Rivas, Luis Manuel Ruiz,
Clara Sánchez and Manuel Vicent.
The agency is already gearing up for

Attend events with José Pablo Feinmann
2
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2010: they have brought authors Claudia Piñeiro and José Pablo Feinmann
to attend the Fair as a kind of preview
for next year. “Claudia’s novel Thursday Night Widows was adapted for the
screen by Marcelo Piñeyro and recently
shows in Buenos Aires, with a release
in Europe set for next year,” Witt says

Literary Encounter: Argentina
Thursday at 1:30 p.m.
International Centre (5.0 D901)

proudly. “Claudia’s books are bestsellers, Thursday Night Widows has already
sold more than 150,000 copies in Argentina alone, and her new novel Jara’s
Cracks is at the top of the bestseller lists
right now. Plus, the British edition, published by Bitter Lemon, was included in
a list of eight Rising Stars by Amazon
UK.”
Meanwhile, Feinmann, a popular
and controversial thinker in Argentina,
typically draws huge audiences for his
lectures and television appearances in
his home country While at the Fair, he’ll
be discussing his novel, Carter in New
York, the latest installment in a series
starring Los Angeles detective Carter.
At 1:30 today, you can get a taste of his
charm and wit when he’ll be conversation with literary critic Osvaldo Quiroga
in Hall 5.0 D901.
Frankfurt, admits Witt, does give
the agency a “hometown advantage.”
The agency is within walking distance
of the Fair, which means since it doesn’t
have to sink a lot of money into travel
to the Fair, it gives them the opportunity
to travel more throughout the rest of
the year. That the agency is in Frankfurt
also means Witt and her colleagues are
also often called for tourism advice.
Witt’s best tip for fairgoers looking
to experience a bit of Frankfurt while attending the Fair: “Be sure to check out
the Berger Strasse, linking the Nordend
and Bornheim. The street is lined with
shops and restaurants that will suit
anyone’s tastes.” (A direct connection
is available via metro U4 right from the
Messe). •

Literary Encounter:
“Civilization and Barbarism”
Friday at 1:30 p.m.
Hall 5.1 D975
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Rights Directors Aim To Hit a “Moving Target”
By Andrew Wilkins
While hardcore digitizers were immersed in the O’Reilly Tools of Change
conference at the Radisson Hotel, back
at the fair grounds rights managers
were congregating to discuss the practicalities of making money from digital
content.
This year’s International Rights Directors Meeting—the 23rd—was appropriately themed, “Hitting a Moving
Target,” and captured the sheer speed of
change that has occurred in the digital
space in recent years.
Chairperson Evan Schnittman (Oxford University Press USA) likened the
digital space to an “ever-expanding
universe,” pointing out that there was
no single way of operating in this new
marketplace, but rather a multitude of
ways. And the digital marketplace was
no longer about the future: “We are living it—it’s here,” he said.
David Roth-Ey, Director of Digital
Business Development at HarperCollins Publishers in the UK, provided a
historical summary of the way the digital market place has grown since 2000,
when Stephen King launched his online
novel, Riding the Bullet. The digital future had arrived and, if publishers were
to thrive, they needed to “evaluate their
businesses strategically and test various
business models.” The main danger, he
said, was waiting too long to get into the
digital marketplace: “You don’t need to
be first, but be a fast follower.”
Duncan Campbell of Wiley Blackwell UK provided a survey of a number
of business models used by the STM

publisher, observing “there’s a massive
amount of opportunity out therefore
licensing content.” He agreed with David Roth-Ey that publishers needed the
‘maximum flexibility’ in the rights they
were granted to take advantage of the
ever-changing digital landscape.
With last week’s announcement
of Amazon’s push to sell to the Kindle
ereader to 100 countries still fresh,
Madeleine McIntosh of Amazon Europe
spoke of the evolution of the Kindle
with its goal of having “every book ever
printed in any language, all available to
buy in 60 seconds.” There were now
350,000 ebooks now available on the
Kindle in the US, of which about 200,000
will be available around the world from
19 October (the exact number varying
from country to country).
Tom Turvey of Google argued for a
broader, non-proprietary approach: “If
the digital book experience is going to
be big, it has to be a global experience—
not limited to one retailer.” There were
1.8 billion users of the internet, he said,
but only somewhere between one and

Dealing at the Frankfurter Hof

three million people currently using
e-readers. Turvey described Google’s
plans to launch a “buy anywhere, read
anywhere” extension to its Google Book
Preview service in 2010. This will enable users of Google Book Search to buy
a digital version of a book in their web
browser directly from Google or from
participating booksellers.
Further presentations on digital
games, the most suitable content for
mobile phones (especially the epochmaking iPhone) and digital publishing
in China filled out a packed and stimulating afternoon.
In a world where disintermediation—defined by Duncan Campbell as
“anything where user behaviour outstrips your business model”—was rife,
perhaps Roth-Ey said it best when he
said that publishers needed to ensure
they were adding significant value in
the supply chain to stay in the game:
‘Technology threatens our business
but also gives us new tools to develop it,’
he summarized. •
Those publishers and agents who
couldn’t wait for the book fair to start
formally were milling around the refined
environs of the Frankfurter Hof and Hessischer Hof hotels Monday and Tuesday
this week to generate that all-important
pre-fair buzz. Chaotically informal, it’s
a case of finding any spot you can to sit
and then getting down to business, ideally with glass in hand.

Win Rare Wine or Cognac
The Gourmand World Cookbook
Awards is giving away one bottle of
Chateau Lafite-Rothschild 1953 each
day through Friday. Stop by Stand
5.0 B579 in Hall 5 and drop off your
business card for a chance to win. On
Saturday, Chinese guests are invited to
drop in their business card for a chance
to win a bottle of Cognac Frapin 1888.
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Graphic Novels

Graphic Novels Spur DC Comics’ Global Growth
By Chris Artis
Even during the worldwide economic downturn, the global popularity of graphic novels continues to grow,
says Sandy Resnick, DC Comics’ Director of International Business Development. “Fortunately for us, it’s been a
growing category in general bookstores
for a long time now. This adoption is at
different stages in different countries,
but it still seems to be increasing everywhere,” he says.
According to Resnick, one of the
leading factors driving this growth is
the rise of literary graphic novels, with a
number of critically acclaimed and bestselling authors of “traditional” novels
trying their hands at comics and bringing new readers to the medium. Among
them is Jonathan Ames, the author
of several arch comedies of manners,
whose first original graphic novel, The
Alcoholic, was published last year by
DC’s Vertigo imprint. Called “unflinching” and “powerful” by a reviewer in
the New York Times, it was just released
as a paperback reprint last month. And
in November, Vertigo will publish Luna
Park, the first original graphic novel by
the New York Times bestselling author

Literary and games-based graphic novels
rocket to bestseller lists

of Dreamland, Kevin Baker.
Two major names in literary/genre
fiction are behind new graphic novels
that DC is introducing for the first time

Photos from the Opening Ceremony

Photo: DPA

Merkel likely to support legislation in favor of copyright

at this Frankfurt Book Fair—Batman:
Whatever Happened to the Caped Crusader? by bestselling fantasy author
Neil Gaiman, and Dark Entries, the first
graphic novel from #1 international
bestseller and Edgar-Award winner, Ian
Rankin. Published in August, it launched
DC’s full line of original crime genre
graphic novels.
Some of the other major titles that
DC is introducing at Frankfurt showcase the graphic novel’s uncanny ability
to cross-pollinate with other media. To
wit, the publisher is featuring a full list
of graphic novels based on video games,
such as World of Warcraft, Starcraft,
Call of Duty, Gears of War, and Resident
Evil. Meanwhile, the espionage series
of graphic novels, The Losers, is being
adapted as a major motion picture of
the same name, and the Jonah Hex western comics and graphic novels are also
being made into a movie starring Megan
Fox and Josh Brolin—both scheduled to
be released in 2010.

What’s more, all of this American
comics activity is increasingly catching
the attention of magna-dominated Asia.
“We are seeing greater interest in American-style comics there, particularly in
China and South Korea,” according to
DC’s Resnick. “This year, before we even
get to Frankfurt, we’ve doubled the
number of books placed in China compared to 2008. We’ve tripled the number of titles placed in South Korea.” •

Fair Security Tighter This Year
By Edward Nawotka
Security at this year’s Fair is tighter
than in previous years, with bag checks
added to the entrances of all Halls.
“Security was extended this year in response to multiple video threats made
by Al Qaeda promising revenge for Germany’s military presence in Afghanistan” said Frankfurt Book Fair director
Juergen Boos, who said it is the same
level of security that was put in place in
2001 after the attacks on New York. In
recent years, bag checks were limited
to Hall 8, where the US, UK and Israeli
exhibitors have been located. This year,
more than 200 uniformed and plainclothes guards will be in place around

the Fair, while activity throughout the
grounds is being monitored by closed
circuit cameras.
Boos also dismissed any suggestion
that the additional security was put in
place at the behest of the Chinese government to deter protests. “We have
talked with the Chinese about this for
three years and they know there will be
protests,” said Boos. “There are always
protests at the Fair. You cannot control
Frankfurt. You can stand in the middle
of the Agora and say what you want. The
only reason we would ever send security or the police into a situation is if the
laws of Germany were violated.” •
Police on the fairgrounds in 2008

Photo: DDP

Xi Jinping, Vice President of the People’s Republic of China with German dignitaries
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Publishing in China

Chinese Publishing’s
Young Mogul
By Wen Huang
While Western publishers are losing sleep over sluggish sales and counting on a few bestselling writers such as
Dan Brown to generate a much-needed
boost for their business, the 34-year-old
Lu Jinbo, considered China’s most profitable publisher, will arrive in Frankfurt
refreshed and relaxed from his weeklong vacation cruise in the Caribbean.
He should be able to sleep better
than most publishers. In July 2008, Lu
became the first individual in China
to register a joint venture with a state
company, one year before the Chinese
government officially issued policies
to officially recognize the legal status
of private publishers. While his state
partner invested 20 million RMB (about
US$3 million), holding 51 percent of
the shares, Lu invested 10 million RMB,
controlling 49 percent of the shares. His
new company, Wanrong Books Co Ltd,
specializes in publishing fiction.
In the past year, WanRong, with only
40 some employees, published 200 new
titles, selling more than 10 million copies. The sales revenue for 2008 reached

200 million RMB (US$29 million).
Unlike most publishers, Lu has himself become a popular household name.
Lu was credited with creating a group
of young literary idols such as Han Han,
Annie Baby and Guo Ni, popular authors
whose books sell millions of copies each
year.
I met Lu at a Western-style bar
along Shanghai’s Hongmei Entertainment District. He was laid back and
personable, looking more like a graduate student than a publishing guru and
entrepreneur.
Like a shrewd venture capitalist, Lu
has an eye for spotting the “new, new
thing.” He’s always at the forefront of
new cultural and business trends.
In 1997, after graduating from
Northwestern University in the central city of Xian, Lu obtained funding to
start an internet company that designed
websites for regional companies. “As a
young graduate, I found the internet a
very hip thing with great potential on
the horizon,” he recalled.
(continues on page 9)

whY DIGItal BOOk wORlD?
Digital Book World goes beyond the talk and gives the
actionable answers you need to make an immediate
revenue impact.

co-sponsored by

JaNuaRY 26-27, 2010
ShERatON NEw YORk hOtEl & tOwERS
NEw YORk, NY

Register by
November 15
ir
and enter DBWFa
to receive the
best rate!
thE FutuRE OF PuBlIShING tODaY

Other conferences focus on new technologies, but only Digital
Book World 2010 puts them in perspective—speaking directly
to book publishers and their trading partners to address both
immediate needs and future goals to not only survive, but
thrive in the rapidly changing world of book publishing.
You’ll gain practical advice to address the unique issues
you face:
• Fewer viable channels for the sales of books
• Increased distribution costs and returns

SPONSORED BY

• Acquisitions, agents and authors—the new
rights structure
• Knowing how to—and who to—market books
to, today
• Handling increased competition (and free content)
• Overhauling antiquated workflows to
digitize content

Media Sponsors:

Are you ready for the future of publishing?
REGIStER NOw at DigitalBookworld.com
Produced by F+w Media—Frankfurt Book Fair hall 8 J911

Supply Chain Meeting

Changes and Challenges in the Supply Chain
By John Mutter of Shelf Awareness
Online challenges and opportunities were major themes yesterday at
the 31st International Supply Chain
seminar, sponsored by Editeur and the
Boersenverein.
Jonathan Nowell of Nielsen Book
noted that the difficult economy has led
to a “huge shift in consumer spending.”
While the freefall has ended, he said, “restraint characterizes consumer spending behavior.” Book sales are down in
most areas, particularly in nonfiction.
Still, he predicted that 2010 will mark a
dramatic growth in e-books and e-book
readers, leading to “a massive disruption of the book trade.” Companies that
succeed in the new era will be those that
“know how to sell online.”
While online sales still represent
just 3.5% of the overall U.S. economy,
the online world is also becoming more
and more important as an influencer
on decisions, in part because of social
media, where many users discuss and
make recommendations about books.
Nowell also noted that according to
surveys, for prospective e-book buyers
the price of individual titles is more important than the cost of the device itself.
He concluded with three words of
advice for publishers: “Experiment, experiment, experiment.”
Mike Shatzkin of the Idea Logical

Co. called Facebook and Twitter “not
optimal for Web marketing today because they’re horizontal or they’re subject-interest agnostic.” By contrast, sites
that are focused around specific interests provide much more fertile ground
for book publishers.
Noting that most publishers’ websites are “product catalogues on steroids,” Shatzkin lauded several publisher sites. Tor.com, for example, which
specializes in science fiction, operates
independently of the rest of the company and has built its credentials with
users by talking about other publishers’
books and even selling other publishers’
books. But of even more importance, he
said, is mining subject-interest websites.
Kelly Gallagher of Bowker said,
“There is an elemental shift in the industry: the traditional supply chain
may become largely irrelevant.” Under
the traditional push model, “we create
content, push to libraries, stores, and
expect the consumer to come and get
it.” Under the new model, the consumer
will “call the shots”: she wants what she
reads “when and where and however
she wants it and wants to share it with
whomever she wants,” he said.
Gallagher also noted some e-book
trends: the Sony Reader and Kindle
are attracting “an older crowd” while

mobile devices attract younger users.
While the Kindle represents 26.8% of
the e-reader market, downloading ebooks to computers is still half of the
market share for e-books. The academic
market still has “no useful device” so
there is a huge opportunity waiting for
somebody to come up with a killer app
for textbooks. What sells in print is not
always what sells as e-books, and is often dependent on the relatively poor
quality of today’s e-readers. •

See Chef Wan’s Cooking Show
in the Gourmet Gallery
Time: 5:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Location: Gourmet Gallery,
Hall 5.0 B979

Get a taste of Malaysia! Chef
Wan—Asia’s most celebrated
tv star—delights his audiences with his wit and humor
while demonstrating his cooking skills.

What’s Cooking,
Chef Wan?
By Erin L Cox
Few can top Chef Wan. He is one
of Malaysia’s most celebrated icons
and a star of the Asian Food Channel, as well as having hosted shows in
numerous other countries including
Malaysia, Singapore and the United
States. What’s more, he’s published
eight cookbooks, and is also a comedian, talk-show host, and has acted on
stage and screen.
Born Redzuawan bin Ismail, Chef
Wan was trained as an accountant,
but gave up his career to pursue his
love of cooking.
With degrees in Professional Chef
Training and Hotel Management from
the California Culinary Academy in
San Francisco and Ecole Ritz-Esscoffier De Gastronomie Francaise from the
Ritz Hotel in Paris, Chef Wan is truly
a chef of the world, having told an
Australian newspaper recently, “The
nationality of food does not matter.
What is important is that the food is
delicious and marketable.” •

China, Digitization Issues
Set Agenda for Book Fair
YUSOF GAJAH LINGARD
L I T E R A R Y

A G E N C Y

We represent writers, illustrators and publishers
of children's and young adult books for
international rights.
Based in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, home of the
hornbills and the orang-utan; tropical rainforests;
the tallest twin towers in the world; and rich
cuisine from a melting pot of people from
different cultures. Not surprisingly, from this rich
and varied background have emerged fine
artists, illustrators and writers with stories to tell.
We are proud to bring their stories to the world.
Contact: lindalingard@yusofgajahlingard.com
Visit us:

Malaysian Pavillion
Hall 6.1 E916
www.yusofgajahlingard.com

By Edward Nawotka
“The book fair can, may, and must
be a lot of things, but it must never be
boring,” said Frankfurt Book Fair director Juergen Boos on Tuesday morning as part of the fair’s opening press
conference. With 400,000 books and
180,000 trade visitors from more than
100 countries on display at the Fair,
there is surely something for everybody.
Of course, bringing so many people
into one space means you’ll have a variety of conflicting opinions. Boos was
implicitly referring not to the trade fair,
but to China’s controversial stint as the
Guest of Honor at this year’s Fair which
promises to bring, along with the glare
of the media, protests.
“China both irritates and fascinates
us, but you cannot ignore it,” Boos said,
adding that the Fair’s role was not to be
a mediator. “We are not the United Nations, we can point to conflicts, but not
solve conflicts,” he said. “We talk about
literature.”
The other shadow hanging over
the conference was the challenge digitization is bringing to publishing, and
in particular, the Google Book Settlement. Prof. Dr. Gottfried Honnefelder,
president of the German Publishers &

Booksellers Association, set the agenda
when he began by asking the question
everyone will be trying to answer this
year: “How can we earn money with
digital content?” He also reasserted his
organization’s opposition to the Google
Book Settlement in its current format
and said they were “relieved” that it had
been postponed.
“We support digitization, but we are
against the monopoly of a commercial
company that would have control over
which digital content is made public,”
said Honnefelder. “Intellectual property owners around the world, without
their consent, would suddenly be at the
mercy of the arbitrariness of a single
company, which is not even a part of the
publishing industry.”
Honnefelder emphasized that copyright protections must be maintained.
What’s ultimately at risk, he said, was
“respect for authors, whose intellectual
gifts are what provide us with the contents for our media world in the first
place.” •
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Dubai International Children’s Book Fair

3 to 10 February 2010

Announcing the ﬁrst joint U.S., U.K. and Dubai Collective Exhibit

Show your books in one of four display options from single title to a full booth that will
meet any budget.
Attend for one day or the entire show. If you can’t attend let our knowledgeable staﬀ
take inquiries for you.
Company and title information included on a searchable database linked to the DICBF,
Combined Book Exhibit, American Collective Stand, and the UK Publishing websites for
a period of one year. www.pubmatch.org/DICBF

At the Frankfurt Book Fair
American Collective Stand & Combined Book Exhibit / Stand No. 8.0 S951
UK Publishing / Stand No. 8.0 H903/907
Or visit www.pubmatch.org/DICBF
Contact Ruediger Wischenbart at Dubai@wischenbart.com or visit Stand No 8.0 S951
(American Collective Stand) or 5.0 E965 (Dubai International Children’s Book Fair) for
more information.

Please visit us at the Frankfurt Book Fair at stand No. 5.0 E965 or email
dicbf@mbrfoundation.ae

Publishing in China

China’s Young Publishing Mogul
“Unlike the western market, digital publishing will explode exponentially in China”
(continued from page 6)

Online Writing Success

When his first business was not as
successful as he had hoped, he turned
to online writing, mostly love stories
under an alias, “Li Xunhuan” (Pleasure
Seeker Li). “The internet allows me to
publish without the restraint of a traditional publishing framework,” he said.
His fiction became an online sensation
and subsequently, a publishing house
put together three books from his online postings, all of which became national bestsellers.
Encouraged by his success, Lu started a literary website, rongshuxia.com
(under the fig tree), in 2000. The website featured literary works by a large
number of China’s young internet writers and soon garnered a rabid online following. Two years later in 2003, he and
his partners sold the website to Bertelsmann AG, which had expanded its operations in China since the mid 1990s. He
formed a new company under Bertelsmann, Rongshu Culture Company.
As general manager of Rongshu Culture Company, Lu turned to book publishing full time, which took off in 2005.
He discovered young writing talents
online and transformed them into bestselling authors. He has also signed on
big name Chinese writers such as Wang
Shuo, and Yu Hua, and has released a
series of bestsellers which specifically
target teenagers and young adults, a
market which he says constitutes 65
percent or more of readers in China.

Publishing “Trouble Maker”

In 2008, when Bertelsmann exited
the Chinese market, Lu formed a joint
venture with the Liaoning Publishing
& Media, Ltd., the first state-run publishing house to become listed on the
Shanghai Stock Exchange. “As my business became bigger, I needed to partner
with a state company to seek legal status for my company,” he said.
At WanRong, Lu continued with
what he considers “new” approaches to
publishing, some of which have raised
eyebrows among literary purists, who
accused him of turning literary works
into commodities. He has been dubbed
by some Chinese media as a “trouble
maker” of the book industry.
Lu has turned away from the traditional industry practice of paying authors after the books are published. Instead, he pays hefty advance sums (on
the average of three to four US dollars
per word for his top writers).
“We pay for their market potential,”
said Lu. In 2006, he paid two of his top
writers, Han Han and Annie Baby, two
million RMB each in advances for their
books A City and Lotus respectively.
They didn’t disappoint. By year’s end,
Han Han’s book sold 610,000 copies,
while Annie Baby’s had sold 570,000.
PUBLISHINGPERSPECTIVES

On the average, writers such as Han
Han, Annie Baby, Rao Xueman, Guo Ni
and Shi Kang can sell about one million
copies of their works a year. In fact, 11
of the 24 wealthiest writers listed by
China Business Post in 2008 were writers signed by Lu, including the 24-yearold writer Guo Jingming, who topped
the list with RMB 11 million (USD 1.48

Bestselling author Annie Baby

“Age 16 is ‘the pink dream
of love’ and age 17 is ‘the
phase of rebellion.’”

million) earned from royalties last year.
Lu said the difference between
WanRong Books and other Chinese publishing houses lies in the fact that “They
are selling books, but we sell people.”
Lu focuses on a writer’s potential
and signs them up for the long-term,
purchasing the rights of their future
works as well as ones previously published by other companies. In addition
to editing and distribution, WanRong
also helps its writers create their public
image and cultivate their fan base. “We

treat them as if they were our employees,” he explained. “We coordinate media interviews, handle their foreign and
revision rights, organize special events,
book tickets, and build various chat
groups and blogs. In a way, our editors
are also their assistants.”
For some of their top writers, WanRong sets up a database containing information on 10,000 of their readers.
“We can thereby do some targeted marketing before a new book comes out,” he
added.
At present, WanRong has 50 writers, who produce an average of 200 new
titles a year. Some of his top writers create five to ten books a year.

Researching the Readers

Lu explained in an interview he had
with reporter Na La posted on cbbr.com.
cn, “We have a think tank to help writers come up with plots and characters,
based on marketing research” he said.
The writer will then expand the outline
into a full-fleshed novel.
Lu typecasts readers into various
categories based on the age of the reader: “Age 16 is ‘the pink dream of love’
and age 17 is ‘the phase of rebellion.’”
For each category, he creates a branded
author. “Basically we look at each writer’s style, their image, and think about
what their potential readership is,” he
explained in the same interview. “We
encourage writers to adopt an identity and style, and then stick to it. The
readers know what they’re getting in
that case, and the writer establishes a
brand.”
Not all of Lu’s publishing ventures
have ended successfully. Back in 2003,
Lu published a book entitled The Book
of Lost Feelings, by Mu Zimei, an alias for
a young female journalist and blogger.
The book, based on her online journal,
described her various sexual encounters with men in explicit language. It
was banned three days after its publication.
Lu’s future plan is to strengthen
his hold on the digital publishing arena. “Unlike the western market, digital
publishing will explode exponentially in
China,” said Lu. “This includes publishing on cell phones and on the internet.
It has huge potential,” Lu continued.
“Young people and students are much
‘crazier’ about cell phones and internet
and there’s been a strong trend of writing novels online. We have to tap into
this trend.” •
Author and racecar driver Han Han

Letter from
the Editor:
Expect
Serendipity
By Edward Nawotka, Editor-inChief, Publishing Perspectives
Frankfurt could have easily become a story about who is not here:
the banned Chinese dissidents, the
notable reduction of American and UK
publishers, thinner crowds of people
partying late into the night at the Hofs
—a consequence of their having fled
from extortionary accommodation
prices in the city center by opting for
hotels in the suburbs.
Indeed, there are many familiar
friends and faces missing -- some the
victim of lay-offs so deep it has left my
address book looking as if it had been
redacted by the CIA—others because
of cost-cutting at home. One company
managing director of a major UK firm
(who wished to remain anonymous)
confessed that he cut the staff he was
sending to Frankfurt so much, which
allowed him to reduce his company’s
stand by some two-thirds, that he
saved his company an estimated halfa-million pounds in expenses. Still, if
that’s a permanent change, it will ultimately be a loss for all of us who come
to the fair to mingle, transact business
and reconnect.
Even so, what’s exciting about the
start of each Frankfurt Book Fair is the
sense that almost anything is possible.
And for me, at least, serendipity plays
an important role: you never know
who you’ll meet walking the aisles and
what amazing story they have to tell.
That’s what make the Fair a little different and a little surprising and even
a little special each and every year. •
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TOC Frankfurt Conference

Tools of Change Conference Considers
Tech’s Relationship with Readers

(continued from page 1)
Instead, Stanza is has become one
of the dominant providers of iPhone
e-books and was bought by Amazon in
April of this year.
Stanza is a tech startup hardly a
year old and founded by “enterprise
Java geeks who know a lot about technology and not a lot about the publishing industry.” Despite the founders’ inexperience in book publishing, Stanza
has not felt the effects of the economic
downturn in the US the way publishers
have. Instead, Stanza is has become one
of the dominant providers of iPhone
e-books and was bought by Amazon in
April of this year.
The Tools of Change for Publishing
Conference (TOC), which is organized
by O’Reilly Media in New York City,
partnered with the Frankfurt Book Fair
this year to organize a one-day conference on digital trends and the future of
publishing. Speakers come from both
publishing and technology companies
to lend their expertise and predictions
on how publishing can succeed in an increasingly digital landscape, influenced
by technological innovation, social me-

dia, and changing consumer expectations.
Sara Lloyd of Pan MacMillan UK,
also a keynote speaker, named Amazon, Google and Apple as the “big three”
companies influencing digital changes
in publishing right now, and pointed out
that 2 out of the 3 are not actually book
companies. However, they all focus
heavily on “consumer experience” as
a driving component of their business
strategies.
Lloyd said it is “way past time that
we as publishers caught up with that.”
More technology companies are entering the publishing industry and selfpublishing is becoming a more main-

stream option. According to Lloyd, these
changes challenge a publisher’s role as
arbiter, filter and “custodian of copyright.” So how can publishers hold on
to this role? Lloyd advised the audience
to add value to books by creating entire
consumer experiences rather than simply shipping products.
Choksi also addressed the role of
publishers, saying, “don’t let this become a blockbuster industry” because
authors will turn to self-publishing
and other methods of reaching readers. As an example, he added that singer
“Prince started his own record label because he could make more money that
way.”

Piracy and DRM also held center
stage among presenters. Cory Doctorow,
famous for his anti-DRM stance, told the
audience that has never stopped piracy.
Licensing content rather than selling
it, he asserted, disrupts the “emotional
bond of owning a book,” something
publishers can and should provide. “We
were readers before” we entered the
business, he said, and we should not
forget that.
Brian O’Leary of Magellan Media
presented the results of ongoing research to test the impact of piracy on
book sales. Using frontlist e-book titles
from O’Reilly Media sold without DRM,
the project tracked available pirated
editions online. Around 19 weeks after
the publication date of a book, pirated
versions began to appear on peer-topeer websites. This was then followed
by an increase in book sales at around
21 weeks. While O’Leary stressed that
the two events don’t necessarily indicate causality, they are certainly related.
So what does this mean for publishers? What do these changes tell us?
Most sessions ended with the advice
that book publishers should experiment
with new digital initiatives and business
models; they should engage their readers online; and they should look beyond
the supply chain models.
Speaker Dominique Raccah of
Sourcebooks, who spoke about running
small startup companies, along with
Choksi, both emphasized that partnering with other businesses and experts
was a big part of their success. Perhaps
publishers should actually be looking
outside their own industry for inspiration. •

Paper Republic Catalogue Showcases Independent Chinese Writers
By Chad W. Post
With China the Guest of Honor this
year, there’s a mountain of information
available about Chinese authors and
publishers circulating through the Fair
But one of the most interesting publications this year has to be the catalog of
six independent writers produced by
the website Paper Republic (http://paper-republic.org) complete with long—
30+ pages—sample translations.
Paper Republic was founded a
couple of years ago by a group of native English speakers (most of whom
live in mainland China) dedicated to
the translation of Chinese literary fiction into English, and features sample
translations, information about Chinese
authors (including those who may not
be favored by the government) and a
blog about Chinese literature and translation.
In October of last year, Paper Republic received a grant from the Arts
Council of England to support the promotion of Chinese literature abroad. It
is thanks to this grant that both Nicky
Harman and Eric Abrahamsen are able
to attend the Frankfurt Book Fair for
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the first time, and able to produce this
catalog.
“We know there are hundreds of fantastic authors out there, many of whom
could never hope to get an official invite
to an international bookfair—they are
no friends of officialdom and work hard
to maintain their independence as writers. This catalog is a chance to present
them and their work to a wider audience,” said Harman.
A pdf version of the sampler is
available on the Paper Republic website, and hard copies can be found in the
Translators Center. For more information, please contact Nicky Harman at
n.harmanic@googlemail.com. •

Pick up a copy in
the Translators
Centre, located in
Hall 5.0 E955
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Chinese writers featured in the Paper Republic catalogue:
>> Han Dong

His novel Banished! (long-listed for the Man Asian Lit Prize in 2008) has been
translated into English, but his Kafka-esque new novel, Screwed, which will be
published in China in January 2010, is excerpted here.

>> Sheng Keyi

One of the new generations of women writers who is urban-based and a “ferocious experimenter with style and voice.”

>> Jia Pingwa

Fairly controversial writer who has an enormous following in China, Taiwan,
and Hong Kong, and who has had his work banned while at the same time
winning a major prize.

>> Liang Wendao

In addition to being a writer, Wendao is also a TV commentator and has become something of a cultural icon.

>> Li Er

Not well known outside of China, but has a very strong cult following for his
works which explore rural themes from a thoroughly modern perspective.
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Lebanese Literary Agency

Agent Profile: Yasmina Jraissati of RAYA Agency
By Chip Rossetti
For Lebanese literary agent Yasmina
Jraissati, the 2004 Frankfurt Book Fair
kick-started her entry into the world of
literary agenting: “I went to Frankfurt
that year since that was the year the
Arab world was the guest of honor. At
that point, I was already thinking about
starting an agency.” Soon afterwards,
building on the contacts she made at
Frankfurt that year, Jraissati launched
the Paris-based RAYA Agency, which
represents Arabic language authors and
specializes in selling their translation
rights internationally.
In 2004, literary agents in the Arab
world were virtually unheard of. “Now,”
says Jraissati, “with all the buzz about
the Arab world, it’s a different environment.” The last few years have also
brought the annual International Prize
for Arabic Fiction (the “Arab Booker”
prize), now in its third year. RAYA represents two authors shortlisted for the
2008 prize, both of which she will be
shopping at the Fair this year: In Praise
of Hatred, by Syrian novelist Khaled
Khalifa (“We’ve sold that title into five
languages already—without a translation on hand”) and June Rain, by Frencheducated Lebanese author Jabbour
Douaihy.
Operating as an Arabic literary
agent involves straddling the different

publishing environments of the Arab
World and Europe. “On both sides, it’s
kind of a traffic jam. On the Arabic side,
there have been few publishers looking to acquire foreign rights, but that’s
changing now, and more Arabic publishers are open to acquiring books
from abroad.” In general, it’s easier to
place French and English literature with
Arabic houses, she says, although she
is frequently approached by European
houses publishing in less widely spoken languages, asking her to act as their
Arabic-language subagent.
“On the other side, there’s a traffic
jam in that few non-Arabic houses have
people who can read Arabic,” which,
Jraissati points out, can make acquisitions a challenge To date, RAYA has
worked mostly with European houses,
although Jraissati is now looking to
expand her work with Asian publish-

Bring Your Favorite Word to Hall 8
By Hannah Johnson
There is an art project taking place
in Hall 8 this year, and the artists want
you to participate.
A group of young German photgraphers (Bianca Gutberlet, Christian
Hörder und Irina Jansen) have set up a
photo studio next to the Clients’ Lounge
(8.0 M984), where they will snap photos of Book Fair-goers with their favorite words. The studio will be open for
the duration of the Fair to capture “the
faces behind the books.”
The idea comes from a project
called “gute aussichten - junge deutsche
fotographie” (“good views - young german photography”), which supports
young photographers and students by

connecting them with established photographers and providing a platform for
collaborating and exhibiting their work.
Over the past four years, photographers from “gute aussichten” have
attended the Book Fair to take official
photographs and practice their art (the
Fair’s holiday greeting card featured
one of these photos).
The photos taken this year are part
of a several-year project to “portray the
entire industry ... and to bring the people behind the books into the light.” The
exhibit will debut at the Frankfurt Book
Fair in 2011.
Stop by Hall 8 with your favorite
word in hand! •

View of Hall 8.0 taken by “gute-aussichten” photographer Bianca Gutberlet
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ers: “For me, it’s very interesting that
China is the Guest of Honor this year.”
She points out that there are more exchanges between European and Asian
countries than between the Arab world
and Asia, something she would like to
help change.
Jraissati adds that she is “busier
than ever this year,” and that the digital revolution in publishing has not affected her directly—or at least not yet.
The impact of e-publishing in the Arab
world will be “extremely interesting,”
though, given the perennial problems
of limited book distribution and censorship. “I’m not sure software producers
really perceive the Arab world as a potential market, although they should. I
hope they will: Arabic publishers, when
I talk to them, seem both interested and
apprehensive.” •

Coming Soon: Arabic
Publishing Database
Jraissati (along with Nadim
Tarazi, founder of Lebanon’s La
Maison du Livre association) is
developing a collaborative online
platform for the Arabic publishing
industry, with the support of Lebanon’s Ministry of Culture, called
“Mubtada wa Khabar”—loosely
translated as “Subject and Predicate.”
It will launch in the weeks
after Frankfurt, leading up to the
annual Beirut Book Fair (running
from November 28 to December
11). Mubtada wa Khabar will eventually serve as a clearinghouse for
Arabic publishing, including a directory of profiles of publishers,
agents, and booksellers, as well
as a database of title information
and information on copyright, including downloadable boilerplate
documents—the latter aimed at
counteracting copyright infringement and pirated editions.
“The idea is to make the Arabic book industry more transparent,” says Jraissati. •

>> www.mubtada.org

Wednesday Events

See and Do: Our Event Picks for Wednesday
The Publishing Scene in Australia
Time: 12:00 to 12:45 p.m.
Location: Clients Lounge, Hall 8.0 L993

Hosted by Tim Coronel of
Bookseller+Publisher magazine, this session will inform you about Australia, the
world’s third-largest English-language
publishing market (population 21 million+).
With panellists Shaun Tan (award-winning
illustrator and author), Juliet Rogers (CEO,
Murdoch Books) and Anne Beilby (rights
manager, The Text Publishing Company).
Topics to be discussed include Australia as a
domestic market, as a rights seller and as a
rights buyer; an Australian author’s experience of being published and translated
internationally; and the current parallel
importation debate in Australia.

Four Big Ideas That Will Change
Your Business

Time: 12:00 to 1:15 p.m.
Location: Forum Education, Hall 4.2 B1424
Educational publishers face a period of
unprecedented change. Technological,

social and economic forces are converging
to accelerate the shift from print to digital
based classrooms. This knowledgeable and
provocative panel will offer insights into
four developments that can rapidly redefine
business as usual. The session will be followed by an informal networking lunch.
With: David Taylor (CEO, Lightning Source,
United Kingdom), Ray Barker (Director,
British Educational Suppliers Association, United Kingdom), Nancy Knowlton
(CEO and Co-Founder, Smart Technologies,
Canada)

How EPUB Works – Shanda Model:
Web to E-Book, Wireless etc.
Time: 12:15 to 1:30 p.m.
Location: Forum Innovation, Hall 4.2 P423

Shanda Literature Ltd (SDL) started seven
years ago. It is now the largest Chinese
online literature publisher. 400,000 authors
update on SDL websites with a total of 50
million characters per day. 4 million readers
paying. How does Shanda’s business model
work? How does it relate to conventional
publishing? The next step: e-book, wireless

and paper books.

With: Hou Xiaoqiang (CEO Shanda Literature Limited), Liu Jianguo (Director General,
the General Office of GAPP, PRC), Jiao Yang
(Director General, Shanghai Administration
of Press and Publications, PRC), Zhou Hongli (CCO Shanda Literature Limited)

Freedom of Speech – Freedom of
the Word – Freedom to Publish
Time: 12:15 to 1:15 p.m.
Location: International Centre, Hall 5.0
D901

More than a few people and organisations
take a critical view of the way in which China deals with freedom of speech, freedom
of the word and freedom to publish. What
can be done to influence this unsatisfactory
situation?

With: Dirk Sager (PEN Germany), Zhou Qing
(author, China), Kaiser Abdulrusul ÖzHun
(author, International PEN Uyghur Center,
China/currently Sweden), Bjorn SmithSimonsen (publisher, Norway)

Moderated by: Regine Möbius (ver.di Commissioner for Art and Culture and deputy
president of the VS, Leipzig)

Successful TV Series Based on Novels
Time: 2:30 to 3:15 p.m.
Location: Film & Media Forum, Level 0,
Room Analog

With: Jenny Gilbertsson (Head of Development Yellow Bird – Schweden), Emma
Broughton (BBC Books Executive, UK),
Daniel Martin Eckhart (Swiss-based international TV scriptwriter, Grimme Prize
nominee) Moderation: Julian Friedmann
(Joint Managing Director).

getAbstract International Book
Award 2009
Time: 4:00 to 5:00 p.m.
Location: Agora, Lesezelt

Honoring innovative business books. The
most extraordinary, influential and best
business books of the year.

buchreport & buch aktuell
Forum Literatur & Sachbuch
Forum Fiction & Non-Fiction
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FODOR’S PRESENTS: FRANKFURT
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EX P L O R I NG THE CITY

Drink in the Local Culture
Quench your thirst with three local favorites. Whether you prefer beer, wine,
or want to try something new, you’re sure to find a brew that hits the spot in
“Mainhattan.” Fodor’s has scouted out the best bars and restaurants within a
short taxi or subway ride of the Messegelände to ensure that you’ll have an
enjoyable and gemütlich place to reenergize in the evening. Prost!

B I E R BITTE

The lager style that most of the world
has come to know as “beer” originated
in Germany. However, Germans don’t
produce just one beverage called beer;
they brew more than 5,000 varieties in
about 1,300 breweries. The hallmark
of the country’s dedication to beer is
the Purity Law, das Reinheitsgebot,
unchanged since Duke Wilhelm IV
introduced it in Bavaria in 1516. The
law decrees that only malted barley,
hops, yeast, and water may be used to
make beer, except for the specialty weiss
or weizenbier (wheat beers). Although

the law has been repealed, many breweries continue to follow its precepts.
The beer preferred in most of Germany
is pils (Pilsner), which has a rich yellow
hue, hoppy flavor, and an alcohol content of about 5%. Frankfurt’s local pils
brands are Binding and Henninger, but
Licher, from the village of Lich nearby,
is especially wellbalanced and crisp.
The area is also home to Schöfferhofer,
which brews Germany’s number-two
style, hefeweizen (wheat beer)—cloudy,
yeasty, and a bit sweet.
Few German bars offer more than one
type of pils or weizen on tap, so you’ll
need to hit a few bars to sample a good
variety. Not a bad proposition.
QUAFF IT HERE

Begin a night at Klosterhof (Weissfrauenstrasse 3, U-Bahn Willy-Brandt-Platz,
069/91399-000, www.klosterhof-frank
furt.de), a traditional restaurant and
beer garden in Center City, where you
can try Hessian favorites like Handkäs
mit Musik (literally, hand cheese
with music, a soft cheese served
with chopped onions, oil, and
vinegar), as well as their
custom-brewed naturtrüb, an
unfiltered (and thus naturally
cloudy) lager.
Eckhaus (45 Bornheimer Landstrasse, U-Bahn Merianplatz,
069/491-197) is the perfect
neighborhood bar to down a
cold Binding or two. The restaurant, in a great location just
off the Berger Strasse strip in leafy
Nordend, offers a solidly executed
menu of standards like schnitzel and
roast chicken, along with a few creative
specials.

R I E S L I N G : T RY I T D RY

A N A P F E LW E I N A D AY . . .

Cider it isn’t. Apfelwein (apple wine),
the quintessential Frankfurt drink,
is more sour than sweet. To produce
Apfelwein, the juice of pressed apples
is fermented for approximately eight
weeks. Its alcohol content of 5–7%
makes it a touch stronger than beer.
Straight up, it is light and fizzy. You
can also try it carbonated with seltzer
(Sauergespritzer) or sweetened with
lemonade (Süssgespritzer).
Apfelwein is drunk from a latticepatterned glass called a Gerippte. When
among friends, it is poured from blue
stoneware pitchers called Bembels,
which range in size from big (a liter) to
enormous (4 liters and up).
The drink is popular throughout the
state of Hesse, locals drink it with pride.
The largest concentration of Frankfurt’s
Apfelwein establishments is in the old
neighborhood of Sachsenhausen. Look
for a pine wreath hanging over the door;
this signifies that Apfelwein is sold.
TASTE IT HERE
Adolf Wagner (Schweizer

Strasse 71,
U-Bahn Schweizer Platz, 069/612565, www.apfelwein-wagner.com), a
particularly fine Apfelwein house, is on
the south bank of the Main River. The
rooms radiate warmth, and the sepiatoned murals of merrymaking succeed
in being both traditional and kitschy at
once. It’s a great place to try traditional
Hessian dishes like Rippchen (cured
pork chop) with sauerkraut.
If you’re after lighter fare and a less
boisterous crowd, head to the Westhafen
Tower, one of Frankfurt’s iconic skyscrapers, whose latticed windows
resemble the traditional Apfelwein
glass. At the tower’s foot is the Frankfurter
Botschaft (Westhafenplatz 6-8, U-Bahn
Hauptbahnhof, 069/24004-899, www.
frankfurter-botschaft.de), a trendy
eatery with a riverfront view and fusion
cuisine alongside Apfelwein.

(top left) Friendly waitress serving apfelwein. (top
center and right) Harvest Festival on the Haupwache.
(bottom center) Sign of the Apfelwein.

Germany’s mild, wet climate and a
winemaking tradition that dates back
2,000 years combine to produce some
of the world’s finest white wines.
The king of German varietals is Riesling.
Grown on the banks of Germany’s
many rivers, most notably the Rhine,
the grape produces wines of stunning
variety and quality. Rieslings are noted
for their strong acidity, sometimes flowery aroma, and often mineral-tasting
notes—stemming from the grape’s susceptibility to influences from the soil.
Riesling made its name throughout the
world through sweet (lieblich) wines,
but many Germans prefer them dry
(trocken). Importers, especially in the
U.S., don’t bring over many dry German
Rieslings, so take the opportunity to
sample some while in Frankfurt.
SIP IT HERE

For a drink near the Messegelände, head to
the Bockenheimer Weinkontor (Schloßstrasse
92, U-Bahn Bockenheimer Warte,
069/702-031, www.bockenheimerweinkontor.de). Through a courtyard
and down a set of stairs, the cozy bar
offers 15–20 reasonably priced local
wines by the glass. The trellis-covered
back garden is a treat.
For prestige wines, head to Piccolo
(Bornheimer Landstrasse 56, U-Bahn
Merianplatz, 069/94411-277, www.
weinbar-piccolo.de), where the bilingual staff make solid recommendations.
Try a glass from the Markus Molitor
or Alexander Freimuth wineries. Along
with wine, there is a range of snacks
and main courses. The space is small,
so make reservations if you plan to
dine here.

About Fodor’s
Fodor’s Travel is one of the world’s leading
providers of travel information. Written by
a team of over 700 writers located around
the globe and covering more than 120
destinations worldwide, Fodor’s Gold Guides
and Fodors.com have provided the most
engagingly written, up-to-date, accurate
information for travelers for more than seventy
years. For more information about Fodor’s
Travel, please visit the Random House booth
in Hall 8.0 S-893.

Books from France

French Books en force
By Olivia Snaije
French publishers have weathered the economic downturn comparatively well, and this fall a total of 659 French and
foreign novels were published for the inescapable rentrée littéraire (literary season). Many of the books being presented
here at Frankfurt have already made the long or shortlist of
the numerous French literary prizes that will be announced at
the end of October and the beginning of November.

Gallimard

Gallimard is on a roll this year with
its range of fiction and non-fiction books
being pitched by foreign rights head
Anne-Solange Noble, including Marie
NDiaye’s Three Powerful Women (Trois
Femmes Puissantes) about three women
who struggle to retain their dignity in
a life filled with humiliation, Yannick
Haenel’s novel Jan Karski, based on the
life of the famed Polish resistance fighter during the Second World War, and
My Berlin Child (Mon Enfant de Berlin)
by Anne Wiazemsky, also about WWII
based on the author’s parents’ youth.
The Patagonian Hare (Le Lièvre de
Patagonie), august filmmaker Claude
Lanzmann’s autobiography, is already
selling briskly, with editor Ravi Mirchandani of Atlantic Books in London snapping up World English rights.
Noble is quick to point out that
while she is talking up Goncourt prizewinner Patrick Modiano’s forthcoming
novel, she is also presenting authors
who are lesser-known internationally
such as Alain Blottière, whose Tommy’s
Tomb (le Tombeau de Tommy) about yet
another WWII hero, blends history and
fiction.

Actes Sud

The flourishing, Arles-based publisher Actes Sud, which recently celebrated its 30th birthday, is at Frankfurt
en force says rights director Elisabeth

Beyer. Beyer is focusing on her 2009
list with titles such as Swiss author
Metin Arditi’s Far From Anyone’s Arms
(Loin des Bras) set in a Swiss boarding school, and Haitian author Lyonel
Trouillot’s Yanvaloo for Charlie (Yanvalou pour Charlie), a novel about ambition, initiation, despair and redemption
set in Haiti. Céline Curiol, who likes to

explore the theme of the “outsider”, has
written a hommage to New York City in
Intermediary Exile (Exil intermédiaire),
while Minh Tran Huy evokes Vietnam as
she retraces the life of a musician in The
Double Life of Anna Song (La Double Vie
d’Anna Song).

Plon

In non-fiction, Plon editor Muriel
Beyer, who last year nabbed the rights
for Colombian hostage Clara Rojas’ personal account about her ordeal just did
it again by acquiring the world rights to
the story of Sudanese journalist Loubna
Ahmad al-Hussein. Al-Hussein’s arrest
last August for “indecent dress” made
world headlines, and in 40 Lashes for
Wearing Pants (40 coups de Fouet Pour
un Pantalon) she recounts her life as a
woman and activist in Sudan. Foreign
rights director Rebecca Byers is here at
Frankfurt with a first chapter translated
into English (proofs are scheduled for

November), with rights have already
been sold to the Netherlands. Byers is
also presenting The Sky is About to Fall
(La Chute du Ciel), Yanomami shaman
Davi Kopenawa’s epic tome about his
tribe in the Amazon jungle, written with
veteran anthropologist Bruce Albert.
Plon is also reissuing a four-volume
boxed set of Claude Lévi-Strauss’ major
works in Les Mythologiques.

Stock

One of publisher Stock’s priorities
this year, says rights director Fabienne
Roussel, is to entice publishers into reissuing the novels, short stories and
plays of Françoise Sagan. Stock will release nine works over three years including Sagan’s journal entitled Toxic
(Toxique) about the author’s drug dependency. Five of these titles have been
sold to Russian publisher Eksmo. Meanwhile, Justine Lévy’s third novel, A Bad
Daughter (Mauvaise Fille) has already
sold well in Europe says Roussel, who
adds that the subject is universal—
a woman who has just had her first
child must deal with her mother’s terminal illness. Brigitte Giraud’s A Year
Abroad (Une Année Etrange`re), about
a 17-year-old girl who spends a year
in Germany as an au pair, is also selling well. Stock will also be publishing
controversial philosopher Alain Fainkielkraut’s An Intelligent Heart (Un Coeur
Intelligent), a study of nine books used
to explain how man relates to his surroundings.
Grasset’s Haitian-born, Montrealbased author Dany Laferrière’s new
novel, The Enigma of Return (L’énigme
du retour) focuses on the themes of
exile and identity and is on the shortlist for several French prizes. Another
Grasset book getting a lot of attention
is the 40-something bad boy Frédéric
Beigbeder’s A French Novel (Un roman
français), which critics are saying could
be his best book to date. In non-fiction,
two-time winner of the Tour de France,
cyclist Laurent Fignon tells all in We
were young and insouciant (Nous étions
jeunes et insouciants).

Albin Michel

Albin Michel’s foreign rights man-

DALE CARNEGIE • JOSEPH MURPHY •
MAXWELL MALTZ

JMW has rights to five new never before published Dale
Carnegie Associates books and would like to hear from
publishers in South America, Africa, Pakistan, Finland
and Eastern Europe interested in acquiring licensing
rights in their countries, also for Joseph Murphy and
Maxwell Maltz books
Contact: bdiedrick@att.net - or Stop by Table No. X1 in
the Rights Section at the FBF
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ager, Sole`ne Chabanais is here with
Jean-Christophe Grangé’s new thriller
La Foret des Manes on her list (three
of Grangé’s previous novels have been
made into films) as well as Jean-Michel
Guenassia’s The Club of Incorrigible Optimists (Le club des incorrigibles optimists) about a student in Paris in the late
1950s. Chabanais also draws attention
to a new endeavor for Goncourt-winner
and author Didier van Cauwelaert, who
has written a fantasy novel for young
adults entitled Thomas Drimm. In nonfiction, Daniel Cohen’s La prospérité du
vice is a “worried” introduction to the
world’s economy.

Seuil

Last but not least, Jennie Dorny
of Seuil will be selling rights to What I
know of Vera Candida, (Ce que je sais de
Vera Candida), by Véronique Ovaldé,
a tale of three women set on a remote
South American island. The late André
Schwarz-Bart’s last novel, Morning Star
(L’Etoile du matin) describes life in a
Jewish town in late 19th century Poland.
Dorny will also be handling rights for
l’Olivier’s author, Thierry Hesse, whose
novel, Demon (Démon), set in Grozny,
Chechnya, intertwines late 20th century
history and fiction. •

Contact: French
Rights Directors
Anne-Solange Noble, Gallimard
>> noble@gallimard.fr
Elisabeth Beyer,
Actes Sud
>> e.beyer@actes-sud.fr
Rebecca Byers, Plon
>> rebecca.byers@editionsplon.com
Solène Chabanais, Albin Michel
>> solene.chabanais@albinmichel.fr
Fabienne Roussel, Stock
>> froussel@editions-stock.fr
Jennie Dorny, Seuil
>> jenniedorny@seuil.com
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Canadians Demand More Rights, Respect
By Hannah Johnson
Following last year’s much talked-about symposium which brought
together publishers from Australia,
Canada and New Zealand who were
attending the Frankfurt Book Fair, organizers from the Association for the
Export of Canadian Books (AECB) put
together a follow-up symposium on
Tuesday that focused on Canadian-German partnerships. The event was coorganized by the German Book Office
New York.
The 2008 symposium focused on
English-language publishers who compete with the US and the UK in terms
of rights territory. It concluded with a
unanimous agreement among publishers from Australia, Canada and New
Zealand to work closely together to securing territorial rights in English language publishing, as well as on digital
initiatives. The US and the UK often secure North American and British Commonwealth rights for English language
titles, and publishers at the event expressed their concerns that this situation leaves them with too little market
share, especially when it comes to their
own countries’ authors. Although the
effects of the proposed cooperation between these three countries have yet to
be seen, the message was loud and clear.
In opening remarks at this year’s
symposium, Philip Cercone, the chair of
the Association for the Export of CanaPUBLISHINGPERSPECTIVES

dian Books, asked the Germans in the
audience to “look to Canada as a possible primary rights sale.” He emphasized that Canadian publishers are well
equipped to handle marketing and distribution throughout North America. At
the very least, Cercone asked publishers
to divide their English rights between
the US and Canada.
Cercone’s address was followed
by overviews and statistics on the Ger-

man and Canadian book markets, which
highlighted some different challenges
facing publishers and booksellers in
both countries.
Book sales in Germany remain extremely strong (36 million German
book buyers purchase more than 5
books each year), which is good news
for booksellers and publishers alike.
The fixed book prices (or VAT), while
ensuring that publishers can sell their

books at the asking price, it also means
that booksellers have a hard time dealing with overstock. Dr. Kyra Dreher of
the Boersenverein des Deutschen Buchhandels (German Publishers and
Booksellers Association) said sometimes booksellers are tempted to discount their overstock titles, but that the
Boersenverein does take booksellers to
court who discount a title in the first 18
months of its publication (after which
fixed book pricing no longer applies).
Fixed book pricing does not apply in Canada, but publishers there are
often forced to compete with English
language publishers, especially from
the US and UK, as Carolyn Wood from
the Association of Canadian Publishers said. She referenced the creation of
Amazon.ca, the Canadian counterpart to
Amazon.com, as an example of how territorial rights online are negatively impacted online. Wood said that in many
cases, American editions—both print
and digital—overrides the Canadian
editions, even when the book was originally published by a Canadian publisher.
Participants at the symposium
stressed that both German and Canadian publishers are eager to form partnerships with each other. •
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“Piracy Isn’t Really an Issue:” STM in the Digital Age
By Erin L. Cox
Digital publishing is a huge focus of
the Fair this year, yet no one is further
along that road than the STM publishers.
At yesterday’s STM Frankfurt Conference entitled “Surviving Our Mid-Life
Crisis: Forward from Forty,” Science,
Technical, and Medical (STM) publishers discussed the already successful
tools they use for reaching users digitally while also illustrating some of the
new and recurring problems that exist in publishing online only; those of
piracy concerns, the best methods of
reaching readers and aggregating content, and whether scientific publishing
is ready for a digital-only model.
Theoretical physicist and writer
Michael Nielsen delivered the keynote
address entitled, “Is Scientific Publishing About to be Disrupted?” comparing scientific publishing to that of the

Michael Nielsen

newspaper and music industries, which
did not move quickly enough to capture
the new digital audience as it developed
and, thus, are on the decline. With more
mathematicians and scientists posting their research findings online—in

Books & Bytes Award to Honor
Innovative Book Project

Ralph Möllers is the
Managing Director of
Terzio Verlag and cocreator of book2look

By Siobhan O’Leary
Terzio Verlag Managing Director
and book2look co-creator Ralph Möllers
launched the first Books & Bytes Prize
earlier this year to bring attention to the
most innovative online book projects in
Germany. “It is intended support not
only the truly innovative developers of
these projects but also—and probably
even more importantly—the ‘fearless
digerati’,” says Möllers. There are plenty
of “digital natives” working away in the
publishing industry, but, he adds, “they
are very rarely the decision makers and
very seldom heard at all.”
The inaugural winner will be announced later today at the Books &

16

Bytes booth (Hall 3.0, Stand B100).
Thirteen projects are shortlisted for
the prize, including a translation agency
(www.tolingo.de), a virtual academic
bookstore/library
(www.paperc.de),
a service for publishers who want to
publish their books via iPhone and iPod
(www.textunes.de), a new video platform that allows readers to upload videos recommending their favorite books
and publishers to feature book trailers
for a small fee (www.bookface.de), and
even an online social travel guide that
aggregates recommendations and experiences from a worldwide community of
thousands of travelers (www.tripwolf.
com).
Möllers says that each shortlisted
project is an example of the changing
publishing business. “Some are creating
new means of distribution or marketing, or building new direct relationships
with readers, or blurring the distinction
between author and publisher, or creating new business models for e-books.”
He adds that the prize is intended to
address: a much larger issue in publishing, that of the gulf between the “digital natives”—those who were raised
with the Internet and ebooks—and the
veteran publishers who employ them.
“The Books & Bytes Award is about this
change.”
At present, the prize carries no cash
award, although the online German
magazine Newbook.de came aboard to
sponsor the prize and will support the
winner with promotion and publicity.
Information about the winning project
will also be on display at the Books &
Bytes stand throughout the remainder
of the Fair. •
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blogs, on websites, in digital journals—
their peers can see and respond to these
findings in real-time, thus, making the
content active, unlike the static content
of print-only.
Citing Timothy Gowers’ polymath
project, where he posed a problem on
his blog, “Gowers Weblog,” and used
the comment function to produce a
collaborative solution with mathematicians around the world. In a print-only
world, this kind of project would have
taken years and resulted in dozens of
papers debating the solution. Instead,
it took 37 days, 27 people, 800 substantive mathematical ideas, and 170,000
words. Gower said, “this process is to
normal research as driving is to pushing
a car.”
Cynthia Cleto, Global eProduct Manager, eBooks, Springer Science+Business
Media, outlined Springer’s “Thinking
Outside the Book” program, which part-

ners with libraries around the world to
give readers an opportunity to checkout
an e-book and then purchase a printon-demand version via the library computer to be sent directly to their homes.
Because their program allows unlimited
concurrent usage and perpetual access,
opening it up to the opportunity for anyone to download their content at any
time, piracy seems like a major threat.
When asked about Springer’s program and threat to rights, Cleto stated
“there’s nothing really we can do about
it…the people who are pirating are not
the people who will be using the books.”
Cleto went on to say that they haven’t
seen a significant impact on their revenue and, when they find pirated content, they demand the websites take it
down. In the end, online piracy, to Cleto, is akin to users photocopying their
books, “they’re just going to do it.” •

Amazon Kindle International, Week Two
By Erin L. Cox
A week after the international edition of the Amazon Kindle launched,
Amazon’s David Naggar, Vice President
for Kindle Content, took part in the STM
Conference. While he came to appeal to
STM publishers to increase the e-books
and journals they offer on the Kindle, he
also indulged the audience by answering some questions.
On rights: “Open rights models are
where it becomes really difficult. [In
some cases] publishers maintain rights
in the same country and the main rightholder is difficult to determine. Because
of that, we put a manual system in place
to deal with these questions and encourage publishers to get in touch with
us.”
On the customer experience: “De-

pending on where you are, each customer sees a different catalog [of the titles
with rights in that country].”
On STM journals on the Kindle: “We
have a number of journals in our catalogue already and we are hopeful and
expectant that we’ll see more. Every
time we add another, we see immediate
sales.”
On the Amazon format: “Right now,
we are limiting to only the Amazon format [of text and layout] across reading
devices. Each Kindle has whisper sync,
which syncs with other Kindle.” So, if
you are reading a book on the Kindle 2
and it would better for the DX, then the
DX will bookmark at exactly the same
spot as the Kindle 2 and you can keep
reading. •
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